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Introduction  

The Newark Educators’ Community Charter Schools is a PreK 3 through Grade 4 charter              
school currently serving 257 students. We are a certified free lunch school due to the high number                 
of families who qualify for free and reduced lunch.  

Our school community understands the importance of providing instruction and meals to            
our students during the school closing as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. For that reason, we                 
have created a plan that includes the distribution of meals to families, it focuses too on the specific                  
instructional needs of our students,  and how we may continue to meet these needs remotely.  

This plan outlines the manner in which we will maintain essential functions and services during               
this pandemic outbreak, and it is aligned to the requirements set forth by the New Jersey                
Department of Education (NJDOE) specific to disease outbreak. Those requirements include:  

1. Equitable access to services for all students;  
2. Address provision of appropriate education for Special Education students; and 
3. Provision of school nutrition benefits for eligible students.  

School Demographics  
 

 As of March 
13, 2020 

Distributed by 
May 15, 2020 

Number of Students Enrolled 257  

Number of Students in Preschool 
Program 

45  

Number of Special Education Students 41  

Number of ESL Students 12  

Percentage of Students with a 
Technology Device and Internet at Home  
(survey collected 193 responses) 

96.9%  

Number of Devices (Chromebooks) 218 128 

WiFi Hotspots  15 12 
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Preparedness Action 
Steps  
 
❏ The Executive Director participated in daily conference calls with the Governor and ongoing 

conference calls with the Commissioner of Education, the Director of Charter and 
Renaissance Schools, and the Office of Preschool Programs.  These conversations were for 
the sole purpose of  gathering  information and guidance for planning requirements.  

❏ A Technology Availability survey was sent to parents both electronically (via Class Dojo) 
and via student backpacks. Please see data on the School Demographics table.  

❏ An inventory of chromebooks was completed to determine availability of devices to lend to 
families.  

❏ Teachers were given planning time after school on March 11th.  and 12th.  School closed on 
March 16th. and the staff reported to complete their planning and receive technical training 
in the tools available via Google Classroom.  

❏ Meetings took place with administrative staff to outline instructional and operational 
supports, and the distribution of school meals.  

❏ Meetings took place with the Special Education Case Manager and Special Education 
teachers to outline a plan for instruction and supports, and contingencies for related 
services.  

 
 
Communication Plan During School Closing:  

NECCS is committed to maintaining ongoing communication with all stakeholders during the school             
closure. We are maintaining consistent communication with staff, students, parents and caregivers,            
as well as all vendors and consultants who support our students and day to day operation. We are                  
also ensuring that our Board of Trustees are appraised of all critical aspects of remote instruction                
via phone calls, emails, and virtual meetings. Some of the communication tools that are being used                
include:  

➔ Email,  
➔ Website Postings,  
➔ Automated Calls and Texts,  
➔ Google Classroom postings and messages,  
➔ Class Dojo postings and messages,  
➔ Google Meet and Zoom virtual meetings, 
➔  Social Media Outlets, such as Facebook andInstagram. 
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Remote Instruction Plan 

Access to Materials and Resources 

❖ Educational Materials: Part of the preparation and planning for closure included           
assembling student packets and providing parents with all login information for the            
different platforms to be used, and the printed materials and supplies required for             
completion of work from home (pencils, highlighters, sharpeners, scissors, crayons, ect.).           
These packets also include supplemental information to free online activities.  

❖ Devices: Parents who needed devices for their students in all grades were given the option               
of borrowing a device from the school, and a User Agreement was required for each. Once                
the length of the closure was extended, families found it challenging to keep up with the                
work in households where there was one device and multiple students. We encouraged             
families to pick up additional devices so that each child would have his/her own. To date,                
we continue to have a staff member on site during meal distribution windows in the event                
that a device is still needed. 

❖ Connectivity: NECCS conducted a survey prior to closing to determine the level of             
connectivity in our community. After the first two weeks parents reached out to the school               
expressing the limited reach of their internet access. Some parents had been using their              
cellular phones as hotspots, and once the length of the closure extended, this proved to be                
insufficient. Therefore, we shared information on free and discounted internet services           
made available by several providers. Still, some parents shared that they had an             
outstanding balance and could not take advantage of the offers according to the providers.              
NECCS informed the New Jersey Public Charter Schools Association and the New Jersey             
Children Foundation of this issue, as providers had expressed to the Department of             
Education that they would support families. We proceeded to secure hotspots in order to              
help parents and students remain connected. 

❖ Additional Technology Support: After the first several days of remote instruction it was             
clear to us that our families had diverse comfort levels with technology. To further support               
our students and their families, the NECCS Technology department has been available            
remotely on a daily basis, and in person twice a week to address their technological needs.                
Staff troubleshoots by walking parents and caregivers through login and other activities            
while on the phone or in person when the building is open for meal distribution. On several                 
occasions a staff member dropped off devices and related equipment to the homes of              
parents that were finding it difficult to report to the building. 
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Structure of Remote Learning 

❖ Virtual Attendance: The Executive Director is implementing an attendance survey via           
Google Forms that parents or students can complete on any smart phone or device. The link                
is sent each morning via Google Classroom and/or Class Dojo (Preschool does not use              
Google Classroom). This form requires a response every day by 9:00 a.m. Grade level staff               
enters all student information regarding check-in, completion of work, and participation in            
support services in a dashboard form that is supplied daily. From the dashboard, an              
Attendance Team composed of the Executive Director and identified non-instructional staff           
look at the trends across the grades and school, and follow up with families as needed.  

 
Classroom staff (teachers, associate teachers and personal aides) are responsible for           
updating their students’ attendance daily. If a student does not sign in to the Google               
Classroom by 9:00 a.m., the teacher will communicate to the family via Class Dojo or a                
phone call with a reminder to check in. The purpose of this outreach is to make sure that all                   
students are accounted for each day. Classroom staff will reach out to a member of the                
Attendance Team with the names of students who require additional follow up. In addition              
to attendance monitoring, teachers will also use the dashboard to document daily            
completion of assignments and note any  communication with families. 

  
A student is regarded as present if he/she checks in for that day and/or submits work that                 
is assigned that day. For families who express the need for flexibility due to work               
commitments, students will be given until the end of the day to perform the daily check-in                
and turn in their work for that day. If a student does not check in or turn in their work by                     
the end of the day, that student will be marked absent.  
 
The attendance team will provide support to the teachers when attempts to reach a family                

are unsuccessful. A family will be contacted when: 
● A student has not checked in for 3 days or more,  
● Daily check-in and/or work completion is intermittent or, 
● There is no daily check in and/or no submission of work 

  
The attendance team will continue to provide additional follow up which include: 

● Contacting the families of students who have not been accounted for, students who             
continue to submit inadequate or late assignments and/or students who fail to            
check in consistently, 

● Documenting each outreach attempt and outcome in the form of a note via the              
student data dashboard, 

● Reviewing daily check-in and student assignments submission via student data          
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dashboard, identifying students that have been flagged as “a concern” due to            
inconsistent communication and intermittent submission of assignments and or         
participation,  

● Flagged students who continue to submit work intermittently and/or have          
inconsistent daily check-ins. 

  
 
The following steps are taken when a student continues to be unaccounted for and/or              
remote assignment submission is inadequate: 

  
● The Attendance Team compiles a list of students for escalation to the Executive             

Director, 
● The student is flagged in red on the attendance tracking log by the Executive              

Director, 
● The Attendance Team updates the Executive Director weekly on student          

assignments completed, any progress of outreach outcomes to families of flagged           
students, 

● The Executive Director and the Attendance Team make a determination of who            
should receive a letter, 

● The Executive Director sends home an official communication to the families           
outlining remote learning expectations and warns of possible retention, 

● When all attempts to contact the family have been exhausted, the School Social             
Worker contacts the appropriate agencies, DCP&P or law enforcement to request           
that a wellness check be conducted at the student’s home. 

 
We have found thus far that 37 students in the school have had little contact with the school                  
staff since March 16th. After reaching out to these parents, and not obtaining any level of                
success, we then reach out to any additional contacts listed in our system. We also look for                 
additional points of contact, such as relatives within the school, using the knowledge of              
different staff members on the Attendance Team. All members of this Team have been in               
the school for several years and know our community well. When committee members             
manage to reach the families, we offer support and impress upon them the importance of               
consistent communication and participation in instructional activities. In addition to phone           
calls, messages, and emails, we have mailed 2 letters to these families, one in mid-April and                
another one the week of May 18th. This last letter was sent via certified mail, in order to                  
emphasize the importance of staying connected with the school. 

❖ Remote Instruction: From the first day of remote instruction, teachers have planned            
instruction based on the NECCS curricula, and the NJ SLS for each content area. The               
instructional staff engages in a number of activities throughout the day in addition to check               
in with students, including: 

1. providing video lessons, live or pre-recorded, 
2. assigning work for the day,  
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3. giving students feedback on daily assignments and homework submitted,         
and  

4. assisting students and parents live via Google Meet or Zoom, email, and            
Google Classroom.  The staff is also available  via text or  Class Dojo. 

 

The teachers have developed modified instructional pacing charts to prioritize content           
during remote instruction. Based on these charts, the teachers provide instruction via            
lessons that are presented live and recorded. Some teachers pre-record the lesson so that              
they may focus their attention on students and are better able to answer their questions.               
The recorded lessons are also made available to students for additional instruction, and to              
those families who are unable to connect during the regular days. These recorded videos              
are being developed to ensure that students will have additional access for clarification,             
reinforcement, or a particular time frame.  

Once lessons are delivered, teachers also make themselves available during the day to assist              
students in the completion of the assignments that follow. Students are given a Google Meet               
link to reach their teacher, and they join individually, in small groups or whole group.  

Academic progress is monitored by Lead Teachers, Associate Teachers and Personal Aides            
on a daily basis. Staff records the submission of daily tasks, quizzes, and exit tickets, and                
uses the review of these items to assess student progress with the content. Teachers also               
assess for progress via RAZ + reading assessments via scheduled one-on-one or small group              
reading sessions. 

Students who need additional support have access to other staff members on a regular              
basis. These additional sessions allow students who may need more time to process             
concepts and skills, while in the process of completing their assignments. Our Lead teachers              
collect assignments either through Google Classroom, or via Class Dojo. Parents of younger             
students take pictures of the completed paper-based assignments and then submit them to             
their teachers.  

Preschool students are able to connect to the classroom staff using Google Meet or Zoom               
and students are able to join live sessions hosted by their teachers. During the live sessions                
students are able to participate in daily lessons, morning meetings, read alouds and other              
appropriate activities for 10 to 30 minutes. These sessions are followed by paper-based             
assignments that students may complete with parents and caregivers and demonstrate and            
strengthen kindergarten readiness skills. We have given parents the option of taking            
pictures of paper-based assignments and sending them to their teachers via Class Dojo.             
Teachers have created a portfolio on Class Dojo for each child to maintain assignments              
submitted after they review them for completion and accuracy. Attendance for preschool            
students is taken during live lessons and after assignments have been submitted.  
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❖ Instructional Oversight: Supervisors are able to access their assigned teachers’ Google           
Classrooms sites in order to review lessons and assignments that the students complete and              
submit. In addition, the entire administrative team conducts virtual walkthroughs by           
tuning in, unannounced, to live video sessions. Noticings of posted assignments and new             
skills being introduced are cross referenced with the pacing charts to assess progress of              
daily curricula  instruction.  

Grade level team meetings are held weekly to check in on instruction, the well-being of               
students and staff, and to provide support and guidance. We have also held virtual Parent-               
Teacher conferences for the 3rd. marking period to ensure that parents were being kept              
abreast of their child’s progress during this critical time. This parent contact provided             
insight of our parents and their adjustment to remote learning. 

Supporting English Language Learners 

As mandated, all ELL are continuing their language acquisition skills remotely. This remote             
instruction is provided by our ELL teacher who initially reached out to each family of an ELL                 
student in order to collect information that would assist her in developing her student              
contact schedule. With the parents’ help, this staff member was able to identify specific              
time frames during the week to continue her work towards increasing our ELLs’ language              
acquisition skills. As expected, the frequency of the sessions will be increased based on              
need.  

Towards the end of the first half of the school year, a port of entry student enrolled in our                   
school. Throughout the remote instruction period, the ELL teacher’s schedule ensured daily            
contact and support to this particular student.  

If an ELL missed a scheduled session, the ELL teacher will follow up to reschedule. If more                 
than one session is missed, the ELL teacher will reach out to the administration who will                
then refer this student  to the Attendance Team.  

The ESL teacher and several members of the staff speak Spanish and are able to               
communicate with families not only for ELL instructional issues, but also for any other              
issues pertaining to these students. For those families that speak a different language that’s              
not spoken by staff, we contact other family members or parents who speak the language so                
that they may translate during contact calls. Additionally, all messages shared with families             
via Class Dojo can be translated by the platform. 

The ELL teacher is keeping accurate logs of services provided throughout the week so that               
we may review and determine the need for compensatory services. These services will be              
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offered either during the summer or in the new school year, based on the availability of                
families. 

Supporting Students With Special Needs 

Academic Supports: At the beginning of the school year, our Special Needs            
teachers reviewed IEP goals and any accommodations and modifications that were           
identified for the students assigned to them. Upon entering the remote instruction            
period, the General Education teachers provided the Special Needs teachers access           
to their Google Classroom site so that they could join in while they were presenting               
remotely.  

In conjunction with the General Education teachers, the Special Needs teachers           
currently provide their Special Needs students with remote instructional support          
via Google Classroom and Zoom. In addition, those students with IEPs receive            
individual remote instruction from their Special Needs teachers and providers, as           
dictated by their IEPs. Special Needs students are receiving new lesson activities            
every week, for every subject, along with their General Education peers. Support            
provided by their Special Needs teachers is meant to reinforce the material that’s             
introduced and taught, and these staff members interact virtually, and support the            
students as they work to complete their assignments.  

 

Students who have expressed the need for technological tools have received a chrome             
book and wifi hotspots. Those families who found managing technology tools           
challenging have been supported, and will continue to be supported by IT and             
classroom staff, and ongoing monitoring of technology needs remains a priority for the             
Executive Director. 

.  

The Case Manager provides guidance to the Paraprofessionals who are assigned to our             
Special Needs students. Throughout the remote instruction sessions, they too provide           
instructional support to the students by way of cueing, motivating, planning, and            
executing routines. The Case Manager also coordinates with the Paraprofessionals 

to ensure that ongoing communication takes place in support of the Special Needs             
students. 

 

The Special Needs teachers are responsible for incorporating modifications and          
accommodations into the Lead Teachers’ lesson plans, quizzes and assessments, as           
dictated by the IEPs. During the remote sessions, the Special Needs teachers            
approached tasks and accommodations as close as possible to processes while onsite.            
Remote sessions are also being tailored to meet the students’ unique learning styles             
and comfort as their Special Needs teachers interface remotely. Tailoring may look            
like shorter whole/small group remote sessions and increased live one-on-one          
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meeting sessions. These adjustments allow the staff to attend to individual students’            
needs remotely, while meeting the IEP requirements.  

 

Instructional progress is monitored by the submission of daily instructional tasks, exit            
tickets, as well as verbal responses during remote sessions. In Reading, teachers can             
also assess for progress and regression via the RAZ+ reading assessments. Time            
frames are scheduled one-on- one or through small group reading sessions. Math data             
is tracked and supplemental Math material is provided through DreamBox. All other            
subjects are assessed through assignments that are being submitted, and verbal input            
during live sessions.  

 

Related Services: Related service providers continue to work with students via           
telehealth. These providers are responsible for tracking their daily sessions and           
progress using the school’s data dashboard as well as their data tracking systems.              
School-level logs of services provided will be reviewed and determine the need for             
compensatory services after the last day of school. 

 

Case Management: The special education case manager uses IEP Direct/Frontline to           
monitor IEP timelines. The Case Manager, Special Needs teachers and related service            
providers keep daily logs to document when services are received, missed, time            
allotted, and the subjects covered. This information is also logged into the daily             
tracking system, or Student Dashboard, which was created for the entire student body             
and is accessible to the entire staff to facilitate accurate communication and follow up.              
The case manager is responsible for following up remotely with all families to ensure              
that their childs’ academic needs are being met, as closely dictated by the IEP as               
possible. The Case Manager also communicates with parents through phone call,           
email, Class Dojo, and scheduled meetings through Google Classroom or Zoom. 

 

The Child Study Team is using Google Meet to schedule and conduct the meetings              
required to identify, decide eligibility, for triannual planning, annual reviews and/or           
progress meetings.  The remote platforms being used to evaluate are: 

 

➢ Educational: Woodcock Johnson IV Psychological: For students age 6-16, The          
WISC V, under 6 - WPPSI IV “via remote tele-practice” available through            
Pearson. 

➢ Speech & Language: Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals: Fifth         
Edition and Goldman Fristoe Test of Articulation: Third Edition remote          
platforms available through Pearson. 

➢ Social History: meetings over google meet, zoom, telephone 
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Evaluation of other related service needs are determined at the initial and triannual             
meetings. Students who require medical evaluations continue to be scheduled with           
the corresponding providers for telehealth evaluations. 

 

Provision of Virtual Summer Program 
 

In spite of our best efforts, we recognize that remote learning has posed significant challenges and 
limited access to consistent instruction to some of our students. For this reason NECCS has made 
plans to offer a Virtual Summer Program to families.  An interest  survey has been sent to parents via 
Class Dojo as the most effective tool to reach families.  Based on the response rate we will proceed 
with the program. 

The program is structured to provide parents with flexibility to schedule sessions.  Students will be 
required to join for English Language Arts, Math, and Wellness / Activity Sessions.  The program will 
run Monday through Thursday beginning on July 6.  We will have teachers available from 8 am to 
11:30 am, and again from 12:30 pm to 4 pm.  Students will be given access to remote instructional 
tools, summer reading materials, and technology if needed (devices and ho spots).  

 Provision of School Nutrition Benefits  

NECCS has the following food service plan in place to ensure the provision and distribution of 
meals,  in accordance with NJ State guidance released March 6, 2020 from the USDA.  

★ The school is providing both breakfast and lunch for our students two days per week.  Meal 
distribution takes place via a Drive Thru / Walk Thru structure.  Families do not congregate 
in the building.  

★  Each Tuesday, families are provided with breakfast and lunch for two days (to account for 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays)  On Thursdays, families are provided with breakfast and lunch 
for three days (to account for Thursday, Friday and Monday.)  

★ Meal distributions are made available on these two days from 7:30 a.m.  to 10:30 a.m.  

By implementing the two day breakfast and lunch distribution,  we are attempting to do our part, as 
per state guidelines,  and allow our families to shelter in place as much as possible.  
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Building Maintenance, Safety and Sanitation 
 

The staff of Newark Educators’ Community Charter School understands that the school facility is a               
major part of the community. During this school closing, the use and management of school               
facilities, outside of the regular operating schedule, are limited to food distribution, technology             
support, and curriculum supplies  pickup.  

 

We have been actively addressing any maintenance issues according to needs and compliance             
requirements. After a full building Deep Cleaning performed on April 11th, 2020, we have limited               
our use of two of the three floors. In addition, we conduct deep cleaning twice per week with                  
purchased CDC-approved cleaning supplies. The custodial staff sprays all frequently touched           
surfaces when the building is open. We purchased required supplies (gloves, hand sanitizer,             
disinfectants and masks) and made these available upon entry for staff and vendors, as needed. We                
monitor the number of people who are in the building to keep the number to 10 or less people                   
when the building is opened. No one is allowed in the building without prior arrangements and                
the presence of a member of  the administration. 

 

 

List of Essential Employees Titles 
❏ Executive Director 
❏ Operations Manager 
❏ Custodian 
❏ Food Services Coordinator 
❏ Food Services Assistant 
❏ Student Support Services Coordinator 
❏ Data Systems Coordinator 
❏ Technology Systems Coordinator (Tech Support, NIT) 
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Continuity of Operations  

★ Executive Director: Maintains authority over all operations, academics, instruction and          
crisis management plans.  

 

★ School Business Administrator: Monitors and maintains the following departments prior          
to and during any closure:  

○ Payroll at SBO and Confidential Executive Assistant for Human Resources will work            
remotely and access the payroll and attendance systems to ensure continuation of            
pay.  

○ Purchasing, Accounting and Accounts Payable (SBO) - These functions will be able            
to function in a limited capacity remotely to approve emergency purchases, and            
make critical payments.  

 

★ Operations Manager: Take the lead to ensure custodial services implement appropriate           
measures to minimize, to the greatest extent possible, the risk of a viral transmission in the                
school facilities with cleaning protocols, policies and practices which include (but are not             
limited to) on a daily basis:  

○ Replacement of soap and hand sanitizer dispensers all throughout the day, 
○ Ensuring all paper towel holders are filled and functioning at all times,  
○ Sweeping and wet mopping all floors, and vacuuming and shampooing area rugs, 
○ Cleaning and sanitizing hard surfaces including water fountains, door knobs, work           

areas, computer keyboards, counter tops, stairwell and hand railings, and writing           
tools, 

○ Cleaning and sanitizing bathrooms - toilets, sinks, walls, and floors at least twice a              
day when open to students and staff, 

○ Cleaning and sanitizing cafeteria area used for meal preparation and distribution -            
tables tops and attached benches, chairs, food lines, door knobs and handles as well              
as cleaning vents, 

○ Ensuring the provision of power, heat and ventilation, warm water, sewer and            
janitorial services, 

○ Update the Executive Director in regard to operational aspects of school on a daily              
basis.  

 

★ Technology: The Technology Support provided by NIT continues to function regularly           
during remote instruction. The staff is ready to provide support onsite during meal             
distribution days as well as remotely for all other business days. Team members are              
available from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. to respond to technology issues pertaining to school               
programs and equipment.  This support will provide for the following: 

○ Supporting staff with technology needs via email and providing same day responses            
by email or phone during regular work hours. 
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○ Monitoring servers housed on site remotely to ensure all systems are operational. 
○ Address and support all technology-related issues and responsibilities as assigned          

by the Executive Director. 

 

★ Supervisors and Administrative Consultant: 
○ Take part in remote conference calls with staff and parents, 
○ Communicates daily with Executive Director and teaching staff to ensure the safety            

and wellbeing of students, staff and the community are being met, 
○ Be available to answer all staff and community questions/concerns in regards to             

the academic progress and emotional wellbeing of our students, 
○  Ensure that virtual instruction and assignments are taking place consistently, 
○ Verify that students are accounted for and engaged in remote learning consistently, 
○ Communicate with parents on any issues pertaining to remote instruction, including           

assignment completion and consistent participation of students, 
○  Recommend other virtual resources and professional development opportunities, 
○ Address and support instruction-related issues and responsibilities as assigned by          

the Executive Director. 

 

 

★ Special Education Case Manager / Social Worker : 
○ Take part in remote conference calls with staff and parents, 
○ Monitor student learning for special populations with the support of supervisors           

and other administrators, 
○ Communicate with teaching staff and student services staff to ensure student needs            

are being met, 
○ Be available to answer staff and parent questions about school closing, services to             

students and any supplemental needs, 
○ Maintain IEP meeting status,  
○ Updates Executive Director, Supervisors and Administrative Consultant on a regular          

basis, 
○ Address and support pupil-related issues and responsibilities as assigned by the           

Executive Director. 

 

★ Student Information Services Coordinator : 
○ Take part in remote conference calls, with staff and parents, 
○ Compile collected documentation on daily check ins, 
○ Report on students without check ins for 3 days or more, 
○ Provide the necessary information to contact the home,  
○ Maintain enrollment data for the current and upcoming year from home, 
○ Updates Executive Director, Supervisors Case Manager and Administrative        

Consultant on a regular basis, 
○ Supports families in the completion of the enrollment and re-enrollment processes           
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remotely, 
○ Address and support the efforts for enrollment, attendance and management as           

assigned by the Executive Director.  

 

★ Student Supports Services Coordinator : 
○ Take part in remote conference calls, with staff and parents,  
○ Compile collected documentation on daily check ins, student participation and          

wellbeing of families,  
○ Reaches out to families who are in need of additional support, 
○ Report on students without check ins for 3 days or more, 
○ Provide the necessary information to contact the home, 
○ Maintain ongoing communication with families facing difficult situations at home.  
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